Detection of single and multiple polymorphic loci by synthetic tandem repeats of short oligonucleotides.
Loci containing tandem repeats of short sequences are sometimes associated with a high level of polymorphism due to variations in the number of repeats. The different variants can be easily characterized by Southern blotting when the repeats span a range from a few hundred bases to a few kilobases, and probes derived from such tandem repeats constitute convenient genetic markers. These structures, usually called minisatellites, are best documented in the human genome, where their number has been estimated to be at least 1500. However, their role and mode of evolution are poorly understood. We are developing tools to evaluate the number of such redundant sequences in a genome and to gain access to new polymorphic loci. Our strategy is based on the use of polymers of oligonucleotides as DNA probes for hybridization on Southern blots. In a previous report, we made polymers with random units of 14 bp and showed that they detect multiple polymorphic loci on human genomic DNA. At present, we are testing the effect of an increase in the complexity of the polymer, as obtained by the use of a longer random unit, and the effect of slight sequence modifications to a particular tandem repeat sequence. In addition, some of these synthetic probes can detect a single polymorphic locus and directly provide new genetic markers.